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Introduction {#sec1}
============

*In vivo* cell tracking is valuable across a multitude of applications ranging from stem cell therapy to studies of cancer metastasis. To visualize and distinguish the cells of interest, we must impart to them a differential contrast against background tissue. The simplest approach is to label the cells directly, prior to injection or implantation, with an image modality-specific contrast agent, such as iron oxides for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) ([@bib21]) or ^18^F-FDG for nuclear medicine imaging ([@bib20]). This exogenous labeling approach, however, works well only for short-term studies and cannot attain the desired capability for monitoring over the long term. Multiple factors underlie this shortcoming, foremost of which are label dilution upon cell division, leakage of contrast agent from cells ([@bib40]), and non-specific labeling of macrophages that take up contrast agents released from dying cells ([@bib22]). Longitudinal cell tracking requires a method that provides *sustained* contrast *specific* to the *viable* cells of interest. To date, the most promising solution to longitudinal cell tracking *in vivo* is via reporter genes.

A variety of reporter genes have been proposed over the years for use with different imaging modalities. Of note are firefly luciferase for bioluminescence imaging ([@bib5]), herpes simplex virus 1 thymidine kinase for nuclear medicine ([@bib19]), and ferritin for MRI ([@bib28]). Among the modalities suitable for cell tracking, MRI is particularly attractive, because it uniquely affords flexible background tissue contrast, unlimited tissue penetration depth, absence of radiation, and superior spatial resolution compared with nuclear medicine and bioluminescence imaging ([@bib29]). Ferritin, a polymeric iron storage protein, is the most widely used among MR reporters ([@bib8]; [@bib16]), as other MR gene reporter systems are less accessible owing to very low sensitivity or the requirement for specialized coils tuned to different nuclei ([@bib7]; [@bib30]). Despite the success achieved with ferritin for cell tracking, however, there remain a number of technical challenges. The change in MR relaxation time is frequently small and the resulting signal drop modest ([@bib27]; [@bib39]); very high levels of ferritin and/or iron are required to achieve the requisite detection sensitivity ([@bib9]; [@bib12]), and the onset of signal change is slow as iron requires days to accumulate ([@bib17]). Sensitive and longitudinal cell tracking remains an unmet need.

In this work, we describe a "bright-ferritin" mechanism for sensitive, longitudinal cell tracking *in vivo*. This approach uses the cell\'s ferritin machinery to self-assemble manganese (Mn) nanoparticles, which confer a positive contrast on MRI. While previous work in the 1990s had shown the *in vitro* nucleation and growth of Mn particles in the cavity of extracted ferritin protein under harsh chemical conditions ([@bib23]; [@bib25], [@bib24]), we report herein, for the first time, the *in vivo* self-assembly of endogenous Mn nanostructures. The bright contrast gleaned from Mn-ferritin nanoparticles can overcome many limitations associated with conventional negative contrast from ferritin overexpression. The main advantages are: (1) higher specificity, as negative contrast cannot be clearly distinguished from intrinsically dark sources (e.g., tissue/air interface, microbleeds); (2) higher sensitivity, especially in intrinsically dark background tissues (e.g., skeletal muscle); (3) accurate delineation of cell distribution (i.e., no "blooming" artifact); and (4) the potential for quantitation. Our comparison of bright-ferritin against conventional "dark-ferritin" cell imaging both *in vitro* and *in vivo* confirmed a substantially greater sensitivity of cell detection for the former. Bright-ferritin is also shown to rival the sensitivity derived from another positive-contrast reporter gene, the divalent metal transporter-1 (DMT-1), a membrane channel protein whose overexpression leads to increased transmembrane transport of free Mn ions ([@bib4]). Our exploitation of the cell\'s machinery for endogenous production of bright-contrast Mn-ferritin nanoparticles presents a paradigm shift in the utilization of ferritin for on-demand, longitudinal, and sensitive *in vivo* cell tracking in cell-based therapeutics.

Results {#sec2}
=======

*In Situ* Manganese Encapsulation by Ferritin-Overexpressing Cells {#sec2.1}
------------------------------------------------------------------

To demonstrate the bright-ferritin technology, we chose to overexpress the human ferritin protein using a non-viral CRISPR-Cas9 system for targeted integration into the AAVS1 "safe-harbor" locus in human embryonic kidney (HEK293) cells ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). Monoclonal cell lines selected for enhanced levels of ferritin expression demonstrated stable gene and protein levels relative to wild-type cells ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Figure 1Engineering of Mammalian Bright-Ferritin Reporter Gene System(A) Plasmid vector diagram for CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing for insertion of the human ferritin transgene at the AAVS1 locus.(B--D) (B) Schematic of stable cell line generation and assay for intracellular nanoparticle formation. Representative TEM of (C) ferritin nanoparticle subcellular localization and (D) purified electron-dense ferritin nanoparticles (red arrowheads) extracted from ferritin-overexpressing cells supplemented with 0.2 mM MnCl~2~ for 24 h.(E) Cellular manganese content from purified ferritin nanoparticles in wild-type (WT) and ferritin-overexpressing (FrT) cells with or without Mn supplementation.(F) Relative ferritin protein level normalized to α-tubulin in WT and FrT cells. Mn-incubated WT and FrT cells have different ferritin protein expression levels (∗p \< 0.05). Data in subfigures (E) and (F) are represented as mean ± SEM.See also [Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The bright-ferritin effect, as will be shown shortly, results from endogenous self-assembly of Mn-ferritin nanoparticles. To confirm this mechanism of intracellular particle formation, stable HEK cell lines overexpressing ferritin were supplemented with free Mn in culture prior to intracellular imaging with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). Whole-cell TEM sections of mutant cells revealed visibly distinct aggregates of nanoparticles accumulating in vesicles, which themselves reside in lysosome-like structures ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C), an observation consistent with previous reports of subcellular localization of ferritin nanoparticles ([@bib33]). In contrast, wild-type cells contained minimal nanoparticles with no visible aggregates ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Furthermore, cell lysates were collected and immuno-precipitated with ferritin monoclonal antibody to extract and purify the intracellular ferritin. TEM of the ferritin protein purified from mutant cells post-Mn incubation revealed electron-dense metallic particles with discrete mineral cores averaging 5.4 ± 0.3 nm in diameter ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D), similar in size to endogenous ferritin-iron nanocages measured by TEM ([@bib11]; [@bib43]). Ferritin extracts purified prior to Mn incubation, however, contained no electron-dense metallic nanoparticles ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). To confirm the identity of the metallic core, elemental analysis for Mn was conducted on the purified ferritin particles via inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES). Ferritin-overexpressing cells had over twice the Mn-ferritin content ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E) *and* twice the ferritin protein expression levels ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F) relative to wild-type cells.

Cellular Expression of Ferritin Provides Efficient Bright Contrast on MRI {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

*In vitro* MRI reveals substantial contrast enhancement from stable ferritin-overexpressing cells that assemble Mn-ferritin nanoparticles intracellularly. [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates live-cell imaging on a clinical 3T MR scanner. Ferritin-overexpressing and wild-type cells, both with and without Mn supplementation, were imaged in glass tubes using conventional T~1~-weighted imaging to visualize bright contrast and T~1~ mapping to quantify contrast-induced longitudinal relaxation effects ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). At baseline, ferritin-overexpressing and wild-type cells displayed similar contrast levels. Upon Mn supplementation, ferritin-overexpressing cells exhibited a T~1~ that was ∼2.5-fold lower than that of wild-type cells ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B), thus rendering a higher signal on T~1~-weighted scans. For this reason, we dub this MRI reporter gene complex bright-ferritin, a nomenclature we shall use hereon to describe the turning "on" of bright contrast via the cell\'s ferritin machinery.Figure 2Bright-Contrast Efficiency *In Vitro* on MRI(A) T~1~-weighted spin echo image and T~1~ map of wild-type (WT) and ferritin-overexpressing (FrT) cells incubated with 0.2 mM MnCl~2~ for 24 h. Arrow indicates the bright-contrast cell pellet.(B--E) (B) Tabulated mean T~1~ value ± SD. The contrast efficiencies of all MR gene reporter systems are compared by measuring relaxation rate versus metal concentration; data are represented as mean ± SD (C--E).

We next assessed the sensitivity of the bright-ferritin system relative to that achieved via other MR reporter gene systems (we used CRISPR-Cas9 targeting for all reporters; see [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The contrast efficiency of bright-ferritin ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C) was compared with that of conventional ferritin with iron supplementation ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D) and against free Mn transport via DMT-1 overexpression ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E). Illustrated in these graphs is the relationship between the change in relaxation rate (R~1~ = 1/T~1~ or R~2~ = 1/T~2~, depending on the MR reporter) and Mn or iron concentration. A steeper slope indicates a greater relaxivity associated with higher contrast efficiency. The bright-ferritin system had a high relaxivity of 17.7 mM^−1^s^−1^, exceeding those of engineered exogenous chemical agents and MR reporter gene gold standards ([@bib1]; [@bib4]; [@bib16]; [@bib18]; [@bib32]). By comparison, ferritin overexpression with iron supplementation, the most widely used MR reporter system to date ([@bib16]), had a very low relaxivity of 2.15 mM^−1^s^−1^. Even when a high dose of 0.9 mM iron was used to supplement ferritin-overexpressing cells, a modest 1.2-fold change in R~2~ relative to wild-type was achieved. This low efficiency is the result of a lower ferritin protein overexpression from targeted CRISPR-Cas9 transfection, an approach we opted for over common non-targeted methods that entail undesired multiple insertions. To explore differences in signal generated from encapsulated Mn versus free Mn ions, we compared bright-ferritin against DMT-1. The DMT-1 system had a modest relaxivity of 7.1 mM^−1^s^−1^, most likely due to the challenge of cellular storage of free Mn. Clearly, bright-ferritin confers the highest contrast efficiency required for sensitive *in vivo* cell tracking.

Bright-Ferritin Is a Non-toxic MR Reporter Gene Complex {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------------------------------

Absence of cellular toxicity is also very important in the setting of cell therapy. Not only must the cell-tracking technology be sensitive, but any modifications made to the therapeutic cells also cannot alter the cell\'s intended function to grow and replace tissue in the long-term. In our bright-ferritin platform, we introduced two modifications: gene editing for ferritin overexpression and Mn supplementation. To assess potential cytotoxicity associated with these modifications, we measured cell proliferation and metabolic activity for bright-ferritin and the other MR reporter systems at the optimal Mn or iron dose required for visible MR contrast. Cell viability and growth were assessed using a live/dead assay after dosing and expansion ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Cells were stained with a cell permeable/enzymatically activatable "green" fluorescent dye (Calcein AM) and a cell impermeable/DNA-binding "red" dye (EthD-1) to identify live and dead cells, respectively. Cell viability and growth were visually consistent at different time intervals between ferritin-overexpressing and wild-type cells. Minimal cell death and similar cell densities were observed for all reporter systems and treatment groups ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Cell metabolism assessed with WST-1 proliferation assay ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C), which quantitatively measures enzymatic activity in metabolically viable cells, showed no difference among the different reporter systems and treatment groups, indicating the absence of genomic stress or cytotoxicity from Mn supplementation.Figure 3Biocompatibility of Genetic Reporter Systems(A) Live (green)/dead (red) fluorescent assay at 0 and 48 h post Mn supplementation revealed minimal cell death and minimal impact on cell growth from ferritin overexpression and supplementation with 0.2 mM Mn for 24 h. Scale bar, 400 μm.(B) Cell proliferation measured by cell density at 72 h after Mn supplementation (0.2 mM Mn for 24 h) or iron supplementation (0.9 mM Fe for 72 h).(C) Metabolic (WST-1) assay for the same conditions as (B). Positive controls were treated with 5% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). Negative controls were cultured in standard growth media with no additional supplementation. Data are represented as mean ± SEM.

Bright-Ferritin Is a Superior MR Reporter Gene for *In Vivo* Cell Tracking {#sec2.4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Having validated the superior contrast efficiency of the bright-ferritin platform *in vitro*, our next challenge was to investigate its performance *in vivo*, where injected cells are likely to be diffuse and Mn exposure is poorly controlled at the site of cell injection owing to physiological variations. The performance of bright-ferritin, conventional dark-ferritin, and DMT-1 in NOD/SCID mice was evaluated longitudinally on a 3T MR scanner using quantitative MR relaxometry. Cells carrying the genetic reporters were injected into the muscle of one leg, and wild-type cells were injected in the contralateral leg. Histology confirmed the presence of viable cells distributed throughout the leg muscle ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For the bright-ferritin and DMT-1 systems, free Mn was administered subcutaneously (s.c.) and allowed to accumulate for 24 h. For the conventional dark-ferritin system, in accordance with previous reports, no supplementation was given for the first 48 h to allow for endogenous iron buildup, after which animals were given daily oral doses of iron for five consecutive days.

Prior to contrast administration (day 1), none of the MR reporter systems presented differential contrast between the two legs ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A, top row). After Mn injection (day 2), bright contrast appeared in the leg containing bright-ferritin and DMT-1 cells relative to the contralateral leg containing wild-type cells. Notably, the signal enhancement produced by bright-ferritin was sustained visibly for up to 5 days, whereas the signal produced by DMT-1 had diminished by this time. To restore bright signal in the DMT-1 cells, a re-injection of Mn was required. In contrast to bright-ferritin and DMT-1, conventional dark-ferritin imaging produced no visible contrast relative to the contralateral leg. This was true during the first few days without iron supplementation (days 1 and 2) and even at later times with oral iron supplementation (days 5 and 7).Figure 4*In Vivo* MRI of HEK Cell Injections in Mice(A) MRI of NOD/SCID mice injected with ferritin or DMT-1-overexpressing cells in the left leg and wild-type cells in the contralateral leg (site of cell injection indicated by yellow arrow). Subcutaneous MnCl~2~ supplementation (administered subcutaneously at superior-inferior aspect indicated by white arrow) produced large signal enhancement in the leg containing bright-ferritin- (top row) and DMT-1- (bottom row) overexpressing cells. To recover signal loss in DMT-1 cells after 4 days, MnCl~2~ was re-applied to turn "on" signal. Dark-ferritin cells (middle row) showed no contrast change, both without (day 1 and 2) and with iron supplement (day 5 and 7); oral iron supplementation was given daily after day 2. Quantitative relaxometry revealed (B) significant changes in R~1~ in the bright-ferritin and DMT-1 legs relative to wild-type but (C) minimal difference in R~2~∗ on conventional dark-ferritin imaging. Difference in R~1~ between bright-ferritin and DMT-1 is significant at all times (∗p \< 0.05); difference in R~1~ between DMT-1 and wild-type is significant only at day 2 (\#p \< 0.05). Data are represented as mean ± SD.

Quantitative MR relaxometry supported these visual findings. Both bright-ferritin and DMT-1 demonstrated a significant increase in R~1~ after a single dose of Mn ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). A maximum R~1~ increase of 3.5-fold, 2.3-fold, and 1.5-fold relative to pre-contrast levels was achieved with the bright-ferritin, DMT-1, and WT systems, respectively. Enhanced relaxation rates were higher and maintained longer in the bright-ferritin system than in DMT-1. Unsurprisingly, the dark-ferritin system exhibited no temporal changes in R~2~∗ ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C). Note that R~2~∗ is used here instead of R~1~, because in the dark-ferritin system, contrast arises from susceptibility effects.

In addition to considering temporal contrast changes relative to pre-contrast levels, we also assessed changes in contrast ratios (i.e., ferritin: wild-type or DMT-1: wild-type), as this metric represents the "sensitivity" of the different MR reporter platforms in distinguishing the cells of interest against background tissue ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A). Bright-ferritin provided the greatest change in relative contrast, with a maximum change in relative R~1~ of ∼2.0. By comparison, DMT-1 had a maximum change in relative R~1~ of 1.3 and conventional dark-ferritin had negligible changes in relative R~2~∗. Based on the literature and observed results, we suggest in the following a potential mechanism for the bright-ferritin and DMT-1 systems ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B). In the DMT-1 system, free Mn is transported into the cell via DMT-1 and other endogenous pathways ([@bib3]). DMT-1 is an active proton-coupled metal ion symporter, which means it catalyzes the co-transport of H^+^ protons and divalent metals (e.g., Mn^2+^). At neutral pH, it symports one proton for every divalent metal cation and its import capabilities is enhanced by increasing the extracellular proton concentration ([@bib13]; [@bib26]). As more Mn^2+^ and H^+^ enter a cell, it is reasonable to expect the intracellular pH to decrease, thus reducing the proton gradient force that drives Mn uptake. The result is a plateau in Mn-induced signal, which we observed between days 2 and 4. As the extracellular concentration of Mn continues to drop, the rate of Mn uptake falls below that of Mn elimination, thus reducing intracellular Mn and bright contrast. It is important to emphasize that this postulation is difficult to validate completely, given our current understanding of the mechanisms underlying proton-coupled transporters is incomplete ([@bib10]). It is also important to note that unlike most previous reports utilizing intravenous and intraperitoneal administration of Mn ([@bib4]), we take advantage of s.c. injection for its slow release kinetics to achieve higher contrast and longer signal retention.Figure 5*In Vivo* Relative Contrast for Different MR Reporter Gene Systems(A) Normalization of relaxation rates of the three gene reporter systems against wild-type HEK cells *in vivo*. Difference in relative R~1~ between bright-ferritin and DMT-1 is significant from day 2 to 5 (∗p \< 0.01); difference in relative R~1~ between DMT-1 and dark-ferritin is significant at day 2 (\#p \< 0.05). Data are represented as mean ± SD.(B) Proposed mechanisms of contrast generation in the bright-ferritin and DMT-1 systems. Manganese transport and storage vary with time. Red dots represent Mn ions. Green organelles represent lysosome-like bodies.

In the bright-ferritin system, Mn again enters the cell via endogenous mechanisms ([@bib3]). Once inside a cell, Mn does not remain in its ionic form but is sequestered by excess ferritin protein inside a mineral core. The sequestration slows the transition toward equilibrium (of free Mn), thus maintaining a gradient that drives Mn uptake into the cell over a prolonged interval. We postulate that Mn-ferritin particles do not remain indefinitely in the cytosol; rather, they are eventually engulfed in autophagosomes and the ferritin is ultimately degraded by lysosomal proteases. This hypothesis would be consistent with our observations on TEM, where we saw numerous dark puncta within a smaller vesicle found inside a lysosome-like structure. As the extracellular concentration of Mn continues to decrease, a point is reached where the rate of Mn-ferritin synthesis falls below the rate of ferritin turnover and Mn excretion. The result is a decline of intracellular Mn content and bright contrast.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

We report here the first utilization of a cell\'s own machinery for *in vivo* cellular synthesis of endogenous Mn-ferritin nanoparticles to enable sensitive and non-invasive bright-contrast cell tracking over long intervals. This MRI platform, which we call bright-ferritin, seeks to attain the long-sought goal of *longitudinal* cell tracking in regenerative medicine, and it does so via the use of reporter genes for endogenous contrast generation in viable cells. To compete with the sensitivity provided by short-lived exogenous cell labeling methods, the bright-ferritin system must break the low sensitivity ceiling that had hindered MR reporter gene systems. In this work, we proved *in vivo* and *in vitro* the superior sensitivity and contrast efficiency of bright-ferritin relative to other MR reporters, including conventional dark-contrast imaging using iron-ferritin particles and bright-contrast cell imaging using DMT-1 overexpression. Importantly, we achieved high detection sensitivity without introducing genomic stress and using low, non-toxic levels of exposure to Mn supplementation. The new bright-ferritin platform meets the key requirements for a practical cell-tracking technology in regenerative medicine: longitudinal monitoring capability, no ionizing radiation or radioactive tracers, unlimited depth penetration, high spatial resolution, high sensitivity to the viable cells of interest, high specificity to exclude non-targeted cells, and absence of cytotoxicity.

An important consideration with genetic modification is the potential for unintended off-target mutations and alteration of vital cell functions. We must limit not only the number of insertions but also the locations of insertions. It is for this reason that we adopted CRISPR-Cas9 to perform a single, targeted insertion at the "safe-harbor" AAVS1 locus. Although our approach minimizes the risk of deleterious effects, it also reduces the protein expression level, and, therefore, the amount of available contrast, compared with common non-targeted insertions that achieve very high overexpression (up to 60-fold) of MR genetic reporters ([@bib4]; [@bib12]; [@bib17]; [@bib35]; [@bib37]). This difference---single, targeted versus multiple, non-targeted insertions---may explain why we obtained negligible contrast with conventional dark-ferritin when many have reported modest contrast changes. The fact that our bright-ferritin system was able to furnish large contrast changes at low ferritin levels is exceedingly beneficial, as high protein overexpression commonly employed can create cellular stress and non-targeted systems are very unlikely to enter the clinical domain. These "safety" attributes of our bright-ferritin platform are essential attributes in any system intended for integration in the body for tissue regeneration.

The attainable sensitivity of a cell-tracking system can be determined only in an *in vivo* setting, where the diffusion and migration of injected cells against a background of non-uniform tissue, which are absent in a controlled *in vitro* setting, together with limited control over Mn distribution to the cell injection site, can substantially diminish the contrast achievable. Despite these *in vivo* challenges, our bright-ferritin system could readily identify and track diffuse cell populations over days in the mouse leg and with a high degree of detection sensitivity. It is equally important to emphasize that the capability for targeted imaging afforded by our system overcomes a longstanding limitation of exogenous nanoparticles and traditional cellular imaging methods ([@bib36]). Our system now lays the foundation for enhanced non-invasive cell monitoring, with the ability to assess cell death in the early days post injection, cell migration throughout tissue over time, and continued cell growth from the original injected population. Furthermore, our use of bright contrast (as opposed to dark contrast with traditional ferritin) opens the door to cell tracking in inherently low-signal tissues such as skeletal and cardiac muscle ([@bib28]). Although not investigated fully in this work, the possibility exists with bright-contrast mechanisms for quantification of cell numbers. On this point, it is interesting to note the consistency we observed in ferritin protein overexpression (2-fold increase), cellular Mn-ferritin content (2.2-fold increase), *in vitro* change in R~1~ (2.3-fold increase), and *in vivo* change in R~1~ (2-fold increase). This high degree of correlation between ferritin overexpression, Mn content, and MR contrast changes strongly indicates a robust and controllable platform with quantitative cell-tracking capabilities.

One seemingly peculiar phenomenon is why, at low concentrations, Mn is able to provide a large change in contrast whereas iron cannot. The answer lies in the inherent difference by which Mn and iron nanoparticles alter MR relaxation rates underlying contrast changes. Iron nanoparticles, when aggregated at high concentrations, can effectively distort the local magnetic field, thus creating a change in the transverse relaxation rate R~2~∗ that produces dark signal. However, to effect a significant distortion of the local field, there must be an abundance of iron nanoparticles. With our low level of ferritin overexpression, we did not reach the particle concentration required for a measurable R~2~∗ effect. On the other hand, Mn nanoparticles produce contrast changes by altering the R~1~ relaxation rate of the water protons with which the particles interact. High concentrations of Mn particles are not required for a large pool of water molecules to interact with the Mn ion, because water exchanges very rapidly at a rate of approximately one million times per second.

Another consideration on the topic of contrast efficiency is the impact of the environment on the effective relaxivity of Mn. We measured a longitudinal relaxivity of 17.7 mM^−1^s^−1^ per Mn ion in our *in vitro* cell studies, which is over two times higher than an average of 6.2 mM^−1^s^−1^ reported for Mn-loaded ferritin in solution without cells ([@bib18]). This difference is partly due to the rotational diffusion of the complex, which is expected to be slower inside a cell than it is in solution, thus accounting for slower tumbling and increased relaxivity. Furthermore, our measured relaxivity is representative of the entire cellular system, which includes not only ferritin-bound Mn but also free Mn in the cytosol and Mn ions bound to organelle membranes. This latter portion, which is ascribed to non-ferritin Mn, can be approximated by the effect measured in wild-type cells ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). However, the precise proportion of bound versus free Mn cannot be derived from *T*~1~ changes alone, because relaxation effects differ between free and bound Mn, as the free ion pool has a smaller effect from rotational diffusion but exchanges very rapidly with water.

There is also the question of what bright-contrast mechanism is best for a particular application. In this work, we characterized the performance of both bright-ferritin and DMT-1. Bright-ferritin produces contrast via the endogenous synthesis of Mn particles, whereas DMT-1 produces contrast via enhancing cellular uptake of free Mn ions. The choice of one over the other ultimately depends on whether a differential toxicity threshold exists between the two. For some cells, there may be no difference. For other cell types, there may be lower compatibility with one mechanism versus the other, because Mn in its ionic form affects cells differently compared with Mn stored in a particle. Neural cells, for example, which are highly sensitive to free ion concentrations, are unlikely to work well with DMT-1, given the vast literature evidence on Mn-related neural toxicity ([@bib44]). The utility of bright-ferritin across a wide array of cell types remains to be explored.

The immediate next step is further pre-clinical investigation of the bright-ferritin technology in different cell therapy platforms. The relatively low cost of requisite materials means the method is easily and repeatedly accessible. Conceivably, any desired cell type can be tracked and against any background tissue, including low-signal tissues that previously failed to provide contrast differences relative to injected cells ([@bib6]; [@bib31]; [@bib38]; [@bib39]). More detailed longitudinal studies are needed in animal models to characterize the mechanism of particle elimination, test and retest the turning on of bright signal from the target cells, and uncover differences (if any) in tissue regeneration relative to wild-type cells. At a cellular level, mechanistic studies that provide precise characterization of relaxation effects will be valuable. Building on analogous studies in iron-ferritin systems ([@bib14]; [@bib41]), these future investigations would involve cell systems in which the ferritin-bound Mn fraction is separated out; Mn binding location and loading factor within the nanocage would also be determined. Additionally, the influence of Mn in other cellular compartments such as the cytosol and organelles, whether bound or free, and their influence on relaxation, would be elucidated to provide system insight. Translation into the clinical domain, however, would require further technical and safety characterization and optimization. Rigorous genomic testing is required to ensure the cells are completely safe for injection. We may wish to tailor the mode of administering Mn supplement, such as localized delivery to the injection site or oral supplementation, thus providing an opportunity for further dose reduction. Although these questions remain to be answered, we do have insight on the answers to some questions. For example, our Mn-ferritin nanoparticles had standard core diameters. Particle size is an important parameter, because it dictates a particle\'s function, permeability, and uptake/degradation ([@bib15]; [@bib34]). By maintaining the size of native ferritin, the particle has a high likelihood of behaving naturally like endogenous ferritin and undergoing similar routes of formation and degradation. Also, there is evidence from *in vitro* studies performed in solution that Mn can initially bind to ferritin with a stoichiometry of eight ions per molecule ([@bib42]), and with specific binding to the ferroxidase center ([@bib2]); following this, a Mn oxyhydroxide (β-MnOOH) core is formed with various loading amounts from 500 to 4,000 Mn atoms per protein ([@bib25], [@bib24]).

In conclusion, we report the first *in vivo* MRI cell tracking system that exploits ferritin in combination with manganese supplementation for the endogenous production of highly efficient bright contrast with greater sensitivity and retention than current MR reporters. This bright-ferritin system opens the door for accurate longitudinal monitoring of cell fate, available on demand, across a broad spectrum of applications in regenerative medicine.

Limitations of the Study {#sec3.1}
------------------------

The generalized value of the bright-ferritin reporter system has not been investigated across a wide variety of cell types. Further studies are required to establish both sensitivity and safety across different cells and systems. Very long-term monitoring over months and years also was not included in this work and will be considered in future trials that are applications driven. Finally, detailed investigations into potential impact on many other important aspects of cell function need to be undertaken.

Resource Availability {#sec3.2}
---------------------

### Lead Contact {#sec3.2.1}

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Prof. Hai-Ling Cheng (<hailing.cheng@utoronto.ca>).

### Materials Availability {#sec3.2.2}

There are restrictions to the availability of the reporter gene constructs and the genetically modified cell lines owing to a patent filed on the invention and materials pertaining to the work presented herein. The cells generated in this study will be made available on request, but we may require a payment and/or a completed Materials Transfer Agreement if there is potential for commercial application.

### Data and Code Availability {#sec3.2.3}

There are restrictions to the availability of dataset owing to a patent filed on the invention, materials, and data pertaining to the work presented herein.
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All methods can be found in the accompanying [Transparent Methods supplemental file](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.
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